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This paper presents results on ultralong read DNA
sequencing with relatively short separation times using
capillary electrophoresis with replaceable polymer ma-
trixes. In previous work, the effectiveness of mixed
replaceable solutions of linear polyacrylamide (LPA) was
demonstrated, and 1000 bases were routinely obtained
in less than 1 h. Substantially longer read lengths have
now been achieved by a combination of improved formu-
lation of LPA mixtures, optimization of temperature and
electric field, adjustment of the sequencing reaction, and
refinement of the base-caller. The average molar masses
of LPA used as DNA separation matrixes were measured
by gel permeation chromatography and multiangle laser
light scattering. Newly formulated matrixes comprising
0.5% (w/w) 270 kDa and 2% (w/w) 10 or 17 MDa LPA
raised the optimum column temperature from 60 to 70
°C, increasing the selectivity for large DNA fragments,
while maintaining high selectivity for small fragments as
well. This improved resolution was further enhanced by
reducing the electric field strength from 200 to 125 V/cm.
In addition, because sequencing accuracy beyond 1000
bases was diminished by the low signal from G-terminated
fragments when the standard reaction protocol for a
commercial dye primer kit was used, the amount of these
fragments was doubled. Augmenting the base-calling
expert system with rules specific for low peak resolution
also had a significant effect, contributing slightly less than
half of the total increase in read length. With full optimiza-
tion, this read length reached up to 1300 bases (average
1250) with 98.5% accuracy in 2 h for a single-stranded
M13 template.

The Human Genome Project is now in an accelerated phase
to obtain a draft DNA sequence as early as the spring 20001,2 and
to complete the project by 2003.3 This acceleration has been
considerably assisted by the recent introduction of automated
instrumentation based on capillary array electrophoresis with

replaceable polymer solutions. DNA sequencing remains the gold
standard for accuracy; thus, improvements in capillary electro-
phoresis will result in large benefits. One such improvement would
be to achieve consistently long reads of more than 1000 bases in
a single run.4 This would substantially reduce sequencing cost
for de novo DNA sequencing and for other applications, such as
screening for multiple mutations. To achieve these benefits
without sacrificing the high throughput critical to present-day
applications, long DNA sequences must also be generated in a
reasonably short time, e.g., not exceeding 1-3 h.

Currently, commercial sequencing instruments based on cross-
linked slab gel electrophoresis with limited automation typically
produce ∼700 bases/sample5 and only provide 1000 or more bases
at the expense of run times of 10-12 h.6 A faster sequencer using
an ultrathin gel cast in a disposable cassette7 has a version that
can generate 800-1000 bases in 3-4 h, but is not currently
suitable for high throughput. In contrast, capillary electrophoresis
enables high throughput by permitting unattended operation
(automatic polymer matrix replacement and sample injection) and
by multiplexing 96 or more capillaries.

Capillary electrophoresis for DNA sequencing has undergone
rapid development in the past few years in both discrete capillary8-12

and micromachined device13,14 formats. One area of advance has
been the adoption of replaceable polymer solutions for the
separation matrix15-19 as well as polymer mixtures.9,20-22 To date,
linear polyacrylamide (LPA) has provided the longest read
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lengths.9,23 There have also been numerous approaches to the
design of sensitive detection systems. Using confocal scanning24

and different modes of on-column25-29 and off-column monitor-
ing,30,31 there has been a trend toward greater multiplexing of
capillaries. The current commercial capillary array sequencers are
based on these prototypes. In addition, improvements have been
obtained by switching to new energy-transfer dyes with greater
emission fluorescence than earlier dyes.32,33

Our work has centered on using capillary electrophoresis to
obtain long reads in DNA sequencing with relatively short analysis
times. It was shown that increasing the molecular mass of the
LPA but decreasing its concentration extended read length, while
maintaining a short analysis time.23 This trend was recently
confirmed by others using a different polymer matrix.34 Taking
an integrated approach that optimized several parameters concur-
rently, among which were field strength, column temperature, and
base-calling software, we routinely achieved DNA sequencing of
1000 bases in less than 1 h with a mixed separation matrix.9 We
have found that desalting the sample and removing the sequencing
template is effective for long reads and for high reproducibility
of electrokinetic injection35,36 and overall robustness in high-
throughput DNA sequencing. We report here on further progress
in long-read DNA sequencing.

SEPARATION PRINCIPLES FOR LONG DNA READS
Many factors influence read length in DNA sequencing, such

as sample quality and base-caller, but the most important is
electrophoretic resolution. We summarize here how various
factors affect resolution for large DNA molecules. It will be seen

that the migration behavior of these highly charged polyelectro-
lytes through polymer solution is very complex, and a full
understanding of the processes involved is not yet available.

Briefly, the resolution, Rs, of two adjacent peaks with mobilities
µ1 and µ2 (inversely proportional to migration time) can be
expressed as37

where µj is the mean mobility of the two species. The mobility
term in eq 1 is selectivity, which is normalized relative distance
between peaks, and N is the efficiency of separation given in
theoretical plates and equal to (σtot

2/l)-1, where σtot
2 is total

variance of the peak and l is effective column length (injection to
detection point). Letting R ) µ1/µ2 and considering only large
fragment sizes where R is very close to one, eq 1 can be rewritten
as38

Because (R - 1) has a small absolute value for long DNA
fragments, resolution of such fragments demands efficiencies of
millions of theoretical plates, which fortunately can be obtained
with capillary columns filled with replaceable polymer solutions.
For example, in a typical run in the current work, at 60 °C, R )
1.000 55 and N ) 5.22 × 106 plates were observed for DNA
fragments 955 and 956 bases long, providing a resolution of 0.31
(acceptable for base-calling).

Efficiency N is related to the total variance σtot
2, which results

from several linearly independent variances:37

where σD
2 is variance due to molecular diffusion, σp

2 is variance
due to the matrix network dynamic dissociation and polymer-
DNA interactions, σ∆T

2 is variance due to the temperature profile
across the column, σeof

2 is variance due to electroosmotic flow,
and σec

2 is variance due to extracolumn effects related to injection
and detection. Other band-broadening factors exist but are in
general less important.

In our work, σeof
2 and σ∆T

2 are negligible because electroos-
motic flow is suppressed by the capillary coating, and thermal
gradients across the column are minimized both by effective
thermostating and by limiting electric current with a low-
conductivity buffer.9,23 As a result, the electric current was linearly
proportional to the electric field over the range of studied fields.
The terms σD

2, σec
2, and σp

2 could be significant, however,39 but
σec

2 and σp
2 are subject to considerable experimental control (see

below). In our experiments, a contribution of the detector window
length to σtot

2 was less than 1% for all DNA sizes. The width of
the injection plug can be minimized by optimizing injection
conditions.36 We experimentally injected as much sample as
possible while avoiding sample overloading.
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Band broadening related to hydrophobic polymer-DNA in-
teractions and to polymer network dynamics (σp

2) can be
controlled through the use of very hydrophilic polymers such as
polyacrylamide. Note that hydrophobicity of single-stranded DNA
increases with base number. Network dynamics, reflected in the
rate of dissociation of entanglements (constraint release40) and
in the lifetime of the pores (i.e., blobs41), can be expressed through
the network relaxation time tr. For a given polymer in a “good”
solvent, tr scales as41

where C is concentration, Mw is polymer molecular mass, k is
Boltzmann’s constant, and T is temperature. Equation 4 shows
that tr is inversely proportional to the column temperature, and
thus blob lifetime diminishes at elevated temperatures. Among
other factors, decrease in blob lifetime can lower efficiency by
leading to enhanced molecular diffusion. In addition, selectivity
can be affected, since the blob lifetime should be greater than
the residence time of the DNA molecule segment in the blob41,42

in order to maintain a uniform migrational behavior (i.e., mobility)
for DNA fragment molecules throughout the polymer solution
matrix. On the other hand, eq 4 also shows that network stability
and, consequently, its resolving power can be improved by
increasing the polymer molecular mass or concentration. Con-
centrated polymer solutions, however, are not optimal for separa-
tion of long DNA fragments.9,23,34,43 Therefore, the use of solutions
of high molecular mass polymer at relatively dilute concentration
is important for obtaining long read lengths.

In addition to the relationship of blob lifetime to solute
residence time, selectivity is obviously dependent on DNA
migration processes. Depending on DNA size, the molecule can
either be sieved through the polymer network (Ogston model44)
or reptate in a virtual tube (biased reptation models40,45-47). The
Ogston model satisfactorily described the separation of DNA
fragments smaller than the pore size. For larger DNA, biased
reptation with fluctuations (BRF) describes polymer networks in
which DNA fluctuates in effective length during migration,
affecting mobility at moderate and high electric field strength.40,47

The BRF model considers two regimes of DNA migration, (1)
“reptation without orientation”, where the mobility of a DNA
fragment is inversely proportional to its size, and (2) “reptation
with orientation”, where DNA mobility is size independent:40,47

in which ε0 is a dimensionless variable of a reduced field intensity

defined by

and Nk is the DNA length in Kuhn segments (smallest indepen-
dent piece of a reptating molecule48) with segment length b, Nk*
is the size threshold beyond which DNA molecules become fully
oriented in the direction of the electric field, with all DNA
migrating at the same rate (R ) 1), q0 is the charge on DNA per
Kuhn length, and E is the electric field.

The important observation with respect to experimental
optimization of DNA separations is that resolution gradually
approaches zero as Nk approaches Nk

*. Since Nk* should increase
with decrease of ε0,40,47,49 the position of zero resolution may be
shifted to a higher base number by increasing temperature and
decreasing electric field. Because elevated temperature addition-
ally helps to resolve compressions and increase separation speed,
the approach we have taken is to find an optimal column
temperature and only then adjust the electric field strength for
the longest possible read.9,23 As a final note, blob size also affects
the value of Nk*,49 and therefore, reducing polymer concentration
will improve selectivity for large fragments.

Here we have briefly tried to convey interlinked phenomena
that affect long DNA fragment separation in entangled polymer
solutions. Increasing column temperature will increase selectivity
but beyond a certain point will greatly diminish efficiency, resulting
in poor separation. More concentrated polymer solutions will
improve efficiency but only at the cost of reducing selectivity at
high base numbers. Optimization entails simultaneous consider-
ation of numerous parameters and tradeoffs. In addition, other
factors must be taken into account, including dye and reaction
chemistry, base-caller, template, and composition of the injected
sample.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Many details of the experimental work have been published

previously, such as descriptions of reagents, sample preparation
techniques, sequencing instrumentation, and polymer synthesis.9,18

A complete description is available on the Web as Supporting
Information.

Polymer Characterization. Weight-average molecular mass
of LPA was determined by multiangle laser light scattering
(MALLS) using the DAWN-Optilab system (Wyatt Technology,
Santa Barbara, CA). Stock solutions of polymer samples were
prepared at concentrations of ∼1 × 10-4 g/mL in deionized water
and passed through 0.02 µm filters. All samples were made using
a high-precision balance to estimate final concentration accurately.

For analysis of a new LMM LPA, the polymer sample was
fractionated by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) prior to
on-line MALLS detection, using a 2690 Separations Module
(Waters, Milford, MA) with Shodex (New York, NY) OHpak
columns SB-806 HQ, SB-804 HQ, and SB-802.5 HQ connected in
series. Sample aliquots of 100 µL were injected into the tandem
GPC-LS system (mobile phase: 0.1 M NaCl, 50 mM NaH2PO4,
and 200 ppm NaN3; flow rate 0.2 mL/min). ASTRA software (Wyatt
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Technology, Santa Barbara, CA) was used to analyze the data (e.g.,
derive Zimm plots allowing calculation of the weight-average
molecular mass and root-mean-square radius, i.e., radius of
gyration, of the polymer50) and to generate plots of differential
weight fraction versus molecular mass.

Samples of high molecular mass LPAs were injected from a
syringe pump into the DAWN-Optilab system in microbatch mode
directly without GPC. Multiple known concentrations of a given
polymer sample were required for the analysis. For each polymer
sample (i.e., at each concentration), the DAWN-Optilab instrument
measured the intensity of the scattered light as a function of angle
for 18 different fixed angles. After all data were collected, the
known concentration was assigned to each plateau region, and a
Zimm plot50 was constructed. A subset of the 18 angles was chosen
for data fitting to minimize the noise, with no fewer than 9 chosen
for the final results. All analyses were repeated three times to
ensure accuracy and reproducibility.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The goal of this work was to extend the read length signifi-

cantly beyond 1000 bases/run while maintaining high base-calling
accuracy and rapid separation time. As in previous work, an
integrated approach was followed that emphasized optimization
of several parameters. Starting with LPAs with higher molecular
masses than previously, a new mixed replaceable matrix with
advanced thermostability was developed. Column temperature and
electric field were optimized for maximum read length. The
sequencing reaction was also adjusted to enhance the signal at
high base number, and the base-caller was fine-tuned. Up to 30%
improvement in read length was achieved.

Characterization of Linear Polyacrylamide. MALLS is one
of the few absolute methods that can be employed to determine
the weight-average molecular mass, Mw, and coil radius (radius
of gyration) of HMM polymers in dilute solution.51 MALLS was
used to measure Mw for the LPAs synthesized for this study, as
well as the HMM LPA from the previous work,9 with tandem
GPC-MALLS being utilized to provide size distributions for LMM
LPAs. GPC was not employed for HMM LPAs because of lack of
separation at 10 MDa and above and the absence of LPA size
standards above 9 MDa.

Using the Berry formalism,52 the Mw of the previously prepared
HMM LPA18 was found to be 10.4 ( 0.4 MDa and the root-mean-
square radius of gyration 164 ( 4 nm. For the larger HMM LPA,
the Mw was determined to be 17.1 ( 0.5 MDa and the root-mean-
square radius of gyration was 189 ( 3 nm. LMM LPA was found
to have a Mw of 268 ( 2 kDa (hereafter rounded to 270 kDa)
with a polydispersity of 2.1 (ratio of Mw to number-average
molecular mass). The root-mean-square radius of gyration was
calculated to be 20.8 ( 0.1 nm.

Adjustment of Sequencing Reaction. Commercial sequenc-
ing reaction kits are formulated to provide adequate dye signal
up to 700 bases,53 but fluorescence levels continue to decline
beyond this point, with disproportionate changes for some dyes.
While it is always possible to intensify the signal by injecting more

sample, longer injections can reduce the attainable resolution.36

Since our focus was on long reads requiring the maximum
possible resolution, an experiment was performed to test the effect
of adjusting the standard BigDye primer reaction protocol to
augment signal at high base number. This strategy has already
been used by one reagent supplier to reoptimize its kits for reads
of 1000 bases or more.54

Analyzing the fluorescence intensity profile at 700 bases and
beyond that resulted from preparing the reaction according to
the manufacturer’s instructions, we found that the signal from the
G-terminated reaction was particularly low at 1000 bases and
beyond (data not shown). It was by far the lowest of the four bases,
and caused base-calling errors. The addition of an extra G-
terminated reaction (mixing five termination reactions to give the
sample) caused the G-terminated signal to rise to a level
comparable to that from the T-terminated reaction. Read length
increased by 50-100 bases. We are currently investigating
reformulation of the sequencing reaction to further boost signal
at a high base number. We are also exploring modification of
injection procedures and apparatus to permit more long fragments
to enter the column without loss in resolution.13,14,55-58

Software. Table 1 shows the read lengths obtained by different
versions of this laboratory’s software for long-read sequencing on
a set of M13 runs performed under the new conditions of 70 °C
and 125 V/cm. The effect of reducing the limiting resolution of
the base-caller from 0.40 to 0.25 is reflected in the ∼200 bases
added between the graph-theoretic base-caller employed in 1996
and the first version of the expert system developed in 1998.
Resolution is not the only parameter affecting base-caller accuracy,
however, and while the original expert system was accurate to a
resolution of 0.25 on data obtained at 200 V/cm, it was not as
good on the new 125 V/cm data summarized in Table 1. Lowering
field strength from 200 to 125 V/cm commonly resulted in a 2-3-
fold smaller signal-to-noise ratio at fixed resolution. To improve
accuracy at 125 V/cm, the number of times that the rules were
cycled through to refine base-call assignments was increased, and
rules relating to noise level were added. At 125 V/cm, the
improvement in read length, compared to the previous version of
the base-caller,9 was ∼130 bases at 98.5% accuracy. Changes to
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Table 1. Progress in Software for Long-Read Lengthsa

limiting
resolution

read lengthb

at 98.5% accuracy

graph-theoretic base-callerc 0.40 928
first version of expert systemd 0.25 1116
current version of expert system 0.25 1249

a Results of different base-caller versions on a set of five M13
electropherograms run at 125 V/cm and 70 °C for ∼2 h. b Read length
was defined as the longest stretch of called sequence having this overall
accuracy. c From ref 23. d From ref 9.
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the base-caller were always validated on human genomic templates
to ensure that they improved performance on data that would be
observed in production sequencing. Details of the software are
presented elsewhere.59

Thermostabilization of Entanglements in the Separation
Matrix by LMM LPA. Elevated column temperature will be
beneficial for long reads (higher resolution, fewer compressions,
faster separation), and this has been verified in our laboratory.9,23,60

Faster separation speed and a reduction in compressions at
elevated temperature also have been noted by others.61 However,
each matrix must have some optimum temperature above which
the combined effects of greater thermal diffusion and shortened
relaxation time of the polymer network diminish the separation
of large DNA fragments. Polymer matrixes with more stabilized
entanglements provide optimum separation at higher temperature
than others, and in this paper we characterize them as being more
thermally stable.

In recent work, we showed that the addition of 0.5% (w/w) 50
kDa LPA substantially increased the thermostability of the network
in a 2% (w/w) 10 MDa LPA matrix without significant increasing
viscosity and thereby migration time.9 For this mixed matrix, an
optimum temperature of 60 °C for a 1-h separation was found, 10
°C higher than for a matrix containing 2% (w/w) HMM LPA
alone.23 To test for a dependence on molecular size of LMM LPA,
50 kDa LPA was substituted by 270 kDa LPA. For DNA fragments
longer than ∼500 bases, selectivity increased significantly above
65 °C (data not shown). Efficiency was greatest at the lowest
temperature (60 °C), as expected,37 but did not decrease drastically
until 75 °C. The greatest overall resolution occurred at 70 °C,
where the added selectivity more than compensated for the loss
in efficiency. Raising the temperature to 70 °C reduced migration
time as well.

The greater stability achieved by increasing the molecular
mass of the LMM component from 50 to 270 kDa is surprising
given the fact that there should be no change in mesh size.22,62

To examine the stabilizing effect in more detail, selectivity and
efficiency were plotted as a function of DNA size using different
mixed matrixes and run at different temperatures (Figure 1).
Substituting 270 kDa LPA for 50 kDa LPA at 60 °C yielded an
unexpected increase in selectivity at the beginning of the elec-
tropherogram, though the difference in selectivity relative to the
50 kDa LPA diminished as the DNA size increased (Figure 1A).
By comparison, using 270 kDa LPA at 70 °C, the greater selectivity
was maintained throughout the run. Efficiency was identical for
both matrixes in the 60 °C runs (Figure 1B), but decreased slightly
when the temperature was raised to 70 °C. The enhanced
selectivity at large fragment sizes permitted greater read lengths,
confirming that thermostabilization was a main feature of LMM
LPA. Preliminary studies with 500 kDa LPA at 0.25 (w/w) and
0.5% (w/w) do not appear to show any significant improvement
in read length beyond that provided by 270 kDa LPA. These
empirical results indicate that additional research is needed to
explain the phenomena of polymer mixtures.

Electric Field Optimization. The read length obtained at 200
V/cm and 70 °C with the mixed matrix containing 2% (w/w) 10
MDa and 0.5% 270 kDa LPA was ∼1000 bases, the same as for
the optimum conditions determined by the previous work.9

However, it was expected that the read length could be improved
up to a point by decreasing the electric field and thereby reducing
the field-parallel orientation of the long DNA (eq 6). The results
of field optimization at constant temperature 70 °C are shown in
Table 2. This table shows that lowering the field from 250 to 100
V/cm indeed increased the DNA size at which a resolution of 0.3
(an arbitrarily chosen low value, selected to focus on the
separation of long DNA fragments) was achieved, from 871 to
1236 bases. The greatest benefit occurred below 150 V/cm; the
increment of 108 bases between 150 and 125 V/cm was 60% higher
than the 65-base difference between 200 and 150 V/cm, despite
the smaller field change.

(59) Miller, A. W.; Karger, B. L. Int. Pat. Appl. WO 99/53423, 1999.
(60) Kleparnik, K.; Foret, F.; Berka, J.; Goetzinger, W.; Miller, A. W.; Karger, B.

L. Electrophoresis 1996, 17, 1860-1866.
(61) Zhang, J.; Fang, Y.; Hou, J. Y.; Ren, H.; Jiang, R.; Roos, K. P.; Dovichi, N. J.

Anal. Chem. 1995, 67, 4589-4593.
(62) deGennes, P. G. Scaling Concepts in Polymer Physics; Cornell University

Press: Ithaca, NY, 1979.

Figure 1. Effect of replacing 50 kDa LPA with 270 kDa LPA in a
mixed separation matrix on (A) separation selectivity (∆µ/µj) and (B)
efficiency at different temperatures. Matrixes and temperatures: 2%
(w/w) 10 MDa/0.5% (w/w) 50 kDa, 60 °C (2); 2% (w/w) 10 MDa/
0.5% (w/w) 270 kDa, 60 °C (b); 2% (w/w) 10 MDa/0.5% (w/w) 270
kDa, 70 °C (9). Samples were prepared using Universal BigDye-
labeled (-21) primer cycle sequencing with AmpliTaq-FS on
ssM13mp18 template. An additional G-terminated reaction was added
as discussed in the text. Electrophoretic conditions: 75-µm-i.d., 365-
µm-o.d., poly(vinyl alcohol)-coated capillary with effective length 30
cm, total length 45 cm; both running buffers were 50 mM Tris/50 mM
TAPS/2 mM EDTA. The cathode running buffer and separation matrix
also contained 7 M urea. Samples were injected at a constant electric
field of 9 V/cm (I ) 0.7 µA) for 10 s and electrophoresed at 125 V/cm.
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Lowering the field from 150 to 125 V/cm experimentally
increased read length less than it did the fragment size at
resolution 0.3, and further field decrease to 100 V/cm even
reduced read length slightly, despite the higher selectivity (data
not shown) and higher resolution in the region of high base
numbers. The major parameter counteracting higher resolution
appeared to be the decline in signal intensity with decreasing field.
As expected, the time required for separation, shown in Table 2
by the migration time for a fragment of 1019 bases, increased as
the field was lowered.

Effect of Mixture Composition on Sequencing. Table 3
summarizes results from different LPA mixtures under compa-
rable conditions of polymer concentration, temperature, and field.
Increasing the molecular mass of either the LMM or HMM
component increased both resolution and read length. Read length
was strongly correlated with the fragment size at which a
resolution of 0.3 was achieved, indicating that improved resolution
was the source of greater read length under these conditions of
temperature and field. It should be emphasized that increasing
molecular mass of either LPA component had negligible effect
on migration time.

The longest read length, an average ∼1250 bases with 98.5%
accuracy, was found by combining the 270 kDa LPA with the
largest HMM LPA. Figure 2 shows an electropherogram gener-
ated with this matrix that had a read length of 1300 bases with
98.5% accuracy. A few miscalls at the beginning were followed by
over 800 correctly called bases, and errors did not begin to
accumulate until base 1240. The cause of base-calling inaccuracy
beyond this point was low resolution, whereas at field strengths
less than 125 V/cm, problems occurred earlier in the sequence
due to low signal. For the runs summarized in Tables 2 and 3,

read lengths for 99% accuracy were approximately 30-60 bases
less than given for 98.5% accuracy.

Under optimum conditions, the combined effects of mixing
0.5% (w/w) 270 kDa and 2% (w/w) 17 MDa LPA produced a
dramatic increase in read length over 2% (w/w) 10 MDa LPA
alone. The 17 MDa polymer may create a more rigid network
with superior strength of entanglements at high temperature, since
the relaxation time of the network depends strongly on polymer
molecular mass (eq 4). However, the additional stabilization of
entanglements in the LPA network by the 270 kDa LPA was also
clearly important.

While M13 is a model template, it does indicate the potential
results with production templates. Samples prepared from cloned
fragments of human genomic DNA, primarily from chromosome
17, were sequenced using the mixed matrix of 2% (w/w) 17 MDa
and 0.5% (w/w) 270 kDa LPA under run conditions optimized
using M13 template. Read lengths up to 1220 bases at 98.5%
accuracy were obtained. The average read length of ∼1100 bases
appeared to be less than that observed for M13 primarily because
of low signal resulting from the fact that these templates were
prepared for commercial sequencers optimized for shorter se-
quences. Improving the signal could produce read lengths
approaching those achieved with M13.

CONCLUSIONS

Many DNA sequencing applications would benefit from rou-
tinely longer read lengths. In this paper, significant progress has
been described, based on the development of new separation
matrixes and on the optimization of run conditions for capillary
electrophoresis. Starting from fundamental considerations, a
matrix containing 2% (w/w) 17 MDa LPA and 0.5% (w/w) 270
kDa LPA was employed in concert with temperature and electric
field adjustments, with updated base-calling software, and with a
modified formulation for the dye primer sequencing reaction. The
combined optimizations resulted in read lengths of up to 1300
bases (average ∼1250) for single-stranded M13 template and up
to 1220 bases (average ∼1100) for human genomic DNA.
Implementing these features in a production setting would
considerably increase throughput and reduce the costs of large-
scale sequencing efforts.

Further improvements in read length should be possible by
pursuing the strategies outlined here, an important aspect of which
is to balance changes in matrix composition with appropriate
changes in column temperature and electric field. Another factor
in this balance is the level of fluorescent signal at high base

Table 2. Effect of Electric Field Strength on DNA
Sequencing Results with LPA 2% (w/w) 10 MDa/0.5%
(w/w) 270 KDa at 70 °Ca

electric field
(V/cm)

migration time
for base 1019

(min)
fragment size at

resolution 0.3
read lengthb at
98.5% accuracy

250 44.0 871 927
200 55.6 995 1042
150 80.5 1060 1127
125 101.0 1168 1190
100 131.0 1236 1172

a Samples and other electrophoretic conditions were as in Figure
1. Values in the table are averages of three to five experiments. b Read
length was defined as in footnote b in Table 1.

Table 3. Effect of Polymer Composition on DNA Sequencing Resultsa

LPA
temp
(°C)

electric
field (V/cm)

migration time
for base 1019 (min)

fragment size
at resolution 0.3

read lengthb

at 98.5% accuracy

2% 17 MDa + 0.5% 270 kDa 70 125 105.4 1215 1249
2% 10 MDa + 0.5% 270 kDa 70 125 101.0 1168 1190
2% 17 MDa + 0.5% 50 kDa 70 125 100.0 1060 1083
2% 10 MDa + 0.5% 50 kDa 70 125 99.5 923 965
2% 10 MDa + 0.5% 50 kDac 60 200 55.6 927 1013
2% 10 MDad 50 150 81.0 925 951

a Samples and other electrophoretic conditions were as in Figure 1. Values are averages of three to five experiments. Temperature and electric
field were optimized for each polymer matrix. b Read length was defined as in footnote b in Table 1. c Conditions same as optimum conditions
determined in ref 9. d Conditions same as in ref 18.
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number. Future benefits should accrue from reoptimizing the
sequencing reaction to amplify signal at high base numbers and
from enhancing base-caller accuracy when signal is low, and these

benefits would also be applicable to microchips. Other possibilities
to improve signal may include modifying the injection procedure
or apparatus. We are currently pursuing these avenues.

Figure 2. Read length of 1300 bases using the separation matrix LPA 2.0% (w/w) 17 MDa/0.5% (w/w) 270 kDa at 125 V/cm and 70 °C.
Sample was prepared as in Figure 1.
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